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Abstract
Sampling is a fundamental
operation for the auditing
and statistical
analysis of large databases.
It is not
well supported
in existing relational
database management systems. We discuss how to obtain samples
from the results of relational
queries without first performing the query.
Specifically,
we examine simple
random sampling from selections, projections,
joins,
unions, and intersections.
We discuss data structures
and algorithms
for sampling,
and their performance.
We show that samples of relational
queries can often
be computed for a small fraction of the effort of computing the entire relational
query, i.e., in time proportional to sample size, rather than time proportional
to
the size of the full result of the relational
query.

1

Introduction

This paper is concerned with the question of how
to efficiently
extract
random
samples of relational
system.
queries from a relational
data management
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Our goal is to obtain the samples without
first computing the entire query result which is to be sampled.
The full paper, [OR86], begins the discussion of this
topic by treating simple random sampling of hashed,
grid, and B+-tree
files. Here we treat only sampling
the results of individual
relational
operators:
selection, projection,
intersection,
union, difference,
and
join.

1.1

Why

sample?

Random sampling is used on those occasions when
processing the entire dataset is not necessary and is
considered too expensive in terms of reponse time or
resource usage. The savings generated by sampling
may be due to reductions
in the cost (in reponse time
or resources, CPU and I/O time) in retrieving
the
data from the DBMS. Retrieval
costs are significant
when dealing with large administrative
or scientific
databases.
In addition
savings may result from reductions
in
the cost of subsequent
Upost processing”
of the sample. Such ‘post processing”
of the sample may involve
expensive statistical
computations,
or further physical examination
of the real world entities described by
the sample.
Examples
of the latter include physical
inspection
and/or testing of components
for quality
control, physical audits of financial records and medical examinations
of sampled patients
for epidemiological studies. References are given in the full paper
[OR86].
Clearly
for sampling
to be useful, the application must not require the complete
answer to the
query.
Thus random sampling
is typically
used to
support statistical
analysis of a dataset, either to estimate
parameters
of interest
or for hypothesis
testing.
See [Coc77] f or a classic treatment
of the statistical methodology.
Applications
include scientific
Kyoto.
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investigations
such as high energy particle physics experiments,
quality control, and policy analyses.
For
example, one might sample a join of welfare recipient
records with tax returns or social security records in
order to estimate welfare fraud rates.

1.2

Why

put sampling

in DBMS?

Given that one wants to perform
sampling,
is it
worthwhile
to put the sampling
operator
into the
DBMS?
We believe that one should put sampling operators
into the DBMS for reasons of efficiency.
By embedding the sampling within the query evaluation,
we can
reduce the amount of data which must be retrieved in
order to answer sampling queries, and can exploit indices created by the DBMS.
Sampling
can be used in the DBMS to provide
cheap estimates of the answers of aggregate queries,
may also be used to estimate
[ModO].
Sampling
database parameters
used by the query optimizer
to
choose query evaluation
plans, [Wil84].

1.3

Organization

of Paper

The condensed paper is organized into six sections.
In Section 2 we explain some of the different types
of sampling.
In Section 3 we discuss the various efficiency metrics used to evaluate competing
algorithms.
In Section 4 we review basic sampling techniques from
a single flat file which we use in this paper. In Section
6 we discuss sampling from individual
relational
operators. Finally, in Section 6 we state our conclusions.
In the full paper, [ORSS], we also discuss the use
of auxiliary
“indices”
to improve random access samplmg of hash files, grid files, and @-tree
files.

2

Types

of Sampling

There are a variety of types of sampling which may
be performed.
The various types of sampling can be
classified according to:
1. the manner
mined,

in which

2. whether the sample
placement,
3. whether

the sample

is drawn

access pattern

with

is random

size is deter-

or without

3

Efficiency

Measures

We shall assume that the database resides on disk
and thus measure efficiency in terms of disk blocks
read.
Converting
the number of records read into the
number of disk blocks read is fairly well understood
if the data is uniformly
distributed
(see [Yao77]).
Christodoulakis
[Chr84j h as analyzed the case where
the data is not uniformly
distributed.
For the sake
of brevity
and clarity we will typically
assume that
the fraction of records sampled from a relation is sufficiently small that each record sampled results in a
disk read. Hence we will approximate
the number of
disk blocks read by the the number of records read.
Obviously this is a gross simplification,
but it can easily be corrected.

4

Basic

Techniques

In this section we develop basic techniques for sampling from single files which either already exist or
are being generated in their entirety.
In this section
we discuss conversion
between simple random samples with and without replacement,
weighted random
sampling,
and- previous work on sampling
from flat
files.
In the full paper, [ORSS], we
for sampling from some types of
mon in DBMSs: such as files with
records per block, hashed or grid
files.

develop techniques
files which are comvariable numbers of
files, and B+-tree

or sequential,

4. whether or not the size of the population
which the sample is drawn is known,
5. whether or not each record
sion probability.

re-

The sample inclusion
probabilities
for individual
records may be uniform (an unweighted or simple random sample (SRS)) or they may be weighted according
to some attribute
of the record.
In this paper we will deal primarily
with fixed size
simple random samples.
In the Section 4.1 we show
how to convert between simple random samples with
and without replacement.
We include a short discussion of weighted sampling of an existing file, because
it is used to implement
simple random sampling
of
some relational
operators.
We deal with sampling
from both known and unknown population
sizes.

has a uniform

from

inclu-
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4.1

Converting

Samples

In this section we discuss how one converts between
simple random samples with replacement
and those
without replacement.

Definition
1 Samples
in which each element
pears at most once.

without replacement
are those
of the sampled population
ap-

For simple random sampling,
a sample without
replacement
can be obtained
from a sample with replacement
by simply removing
the duplicates.
Of
course, the sample size may thereby be reduced, so
that additional
elements of the population
may have
to be sampled.
The moat efficient way to detect duplicates
is usually to construct a hssh table of the sample elements.
This can be done in O(s) time and space. Duplicate
detection can be performed
incrementally
as the sample is collected, so that the sampling may be continued
until the target sample size is reached. See (EN82j.’
When simple random sampling
sequentially
from
a file (or the output of a query) it may be simpler
to sample without
replacement.
Suppose, however,
that one wants a sample with replacement.
Such a
SRSWR is needed when sampling from joins, as will
be seen later, The SRSWOR sample can be converted
to SRSWR by synthetically
generating
the duplicates.
Essentially
we geneiate a simple random sample with
replacement
from an index set of integers and then
we construct a random mapping between the original
sample without replacement
and our sample from the
index set. It is easy to see that this will produce a
simple random sample with replacement
(SRSWR). It
requires random access only to the SRSWOR, which
will usually fit in main memory, unlike the original
population.
Assuming
that we use a hash table to
check for duplicates,
the conversion
can be done in
O(s) time and space. For details see the full paper.

4.2

Weighted

Random

Sampling

We will show later that, in order to obtain aimple
random samples of some types of files or relational
queries, it is often necessary to compute weighted random samples.
Hence we include a brief treatment
of how to calculate
a weighted random sample from
an exisiting
file with fixed blocking.
Two methods
of weighted sampling,
acceptance/rejection
sampling
and partial sum trees, are compared below.

4.2.1

Acceptance/Rejection

Sampling

The basic tactic
used in this paper is accep
tance/rejection
sampling.
A brief explanation
of this
classic sampling technique is included here for those
in the database community
who may be unfamiliar
with it.
Suppose that we wish to draw a weighted random
sample of size 1 from a file of N records, denoted rir
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with inclusion probability
for record rj proportional
to the weight Wj. The maximum
of the wj is denoted
Wlb,Z.
We can do this by generating
a uniformly
distributed
random integer, j, between 1 and N, and
then accepting the sampled record rj with probability pj:
pj = 2%
WWUZZ

(1)

The acceptance
test is performed
by generating
another uniform random variate,
uj, between 0 and 1
and accepting rj if uj < pi. If rj is rejected, we repeat the process until some j is accepted.
The reason for dividing
wj by wmor is to assure
that we have a proper probability
(i.e., pi I 1). If we
we can use instead a bound Cl such
do not know w,,,
required
that Vj,n > wj,. The number of iterations
to accept a record ri is geometrically
distributed
with
lieu of w,,,
a mean of (E(p~j)-‘.
H ence using
results in a less efficient algorithm.
Acceptance/rejection
sampling
is well suited to
sampling with ad hoc weights or when the weights are
being frequently
updated.
Other methods,
such as
the partial sum tree method discussed below, require
preprocessing
the entire table of weights.

n in

4.2.2

Partial

Sum

Trees

Wong and Easton [WE801 proposed to use binary
partial sum trees to expedite weighted sampling.
As above, consider the file of N records, in which
each record rj has inclusion probability
wj in a sample
of size 1. Binary partial sum trees are simply binary
trees with N leaves, each containing
one record rj and
its weight wj. Each internal
node contains the sum
of the weights of all the data nodes (i.e., leaves) in its
subtree.
Each record,. rj, can be thought to span an
interval [cf-’
wj,C;
wj), of length toj.
A sample of size 1 is obtained by generating
a uniform random number, u, which ranges between 0 to
W, where W = Cr wj+ The partial sum tree is then
traversed from root to leaf to identify the record which
spans the location u.
The height of the tree is O(log N), where N is the
number of records. Hence the time to obtain a sample
of size s is O(s log N). The tree can also be updated in
time O(log N) should the record weights be modified,
or if sampling without
replacement
is desired.
Partial sum trees can be constructed
in the form of
B-trees, in order to minimize disk accesses by increasing the tree fanout (and hence the radix of the log),
Alternatively,
a partial
sum tree may be embedded
into a B-tree index on some domain.

Partial sum tree sampling may well outperform
acceptance/rejection
sampling.
Essentially,
it is another
index, specially
suited to sampling.
However,
it is
practical
only when the weights are known beforehand. Like any other index, it increases the cost of
updates.
However, we believe that updates will greatly outnumber sampling
queries in most applications.
For
this reason, and for the sake of brevity, we will disCUBEonly acceptance/rejection
methods in this paper.

4.3

A Review

of Sampling

from

Files

In Table 1 we list the major results on sampling
from a single flat file (with fixed blocking),
with tits
tions to the relevant algorithms.
We employ some of
these techniques in our work on query sampling.
Also
see [Dev86].

6

Sampling
erators

from Relational

Notation

$100(R)

or $SRSWOR,~OO(~).

More complex sampling schemes will be described
via the iteration
operators:
WR(s,< expr >), and WOR(s,<
expr >), which indicate that < expr > (a sampling
expression)
is to be
repeatedly
evaluated until a sample of size 3 obtained
(with or without replacement
respectively).

Defhition

of

relation

S MIX(ar,
< exprl >, < expra >) denotes
a random mixture of two sampling
schemes.
It indicates that we sample according to < exprl > with
probability
a, and with probability
1 - a we sample
according to < expra >‘.
MIX

is used to implement

sampling

from unions.

Definition

4 ACCEPT(a,
< expr >) indicates that
we accept the sample element generated according to
< expr > with probability
01.

ACCEPT
is used to implement
jections and joins.
5.2

The sampling operator will be denoted as $. Sampling
method and size will be denoted by subscripts.
Except
as noted simple random sampling
without
replacement (SRSWOR)
is the default sampling
method,
e.g.,

Deflnition

sampling

from pro-

Op-

In this section we show how to sample the output of individual
relational
operators
such as aelection, projection,
intersection,
union, difference,
and
join. These sampling techniques form the basic building blocks for sampling from more complex composite
queries. The techniques entail a synthesis of the basic file sampling techniques and algorithms
for implementing relational
operators.
We discuss only simple
random sampling.
In order to facilitate
the exposition,
we treat the
simpler relational
operators first, leaving the most interesting results concerning joins for last.
Our cost measure is the number of disk pages read,
denoted as D. Usually we will be interested
in the
expected number of disk pages read, E(D).

5.1

A e B, if, for every possible instance r of relation
R they generate the same size samples, and the inclusion probability
for each element of the population
is
the same in both schemes, Note that the samples are
not necessarily identical.

2 Two sampling schemes, A(R) and B(R)
R are said to be equivalent,
denoted by
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Selection
&

We denote the selection of records satisfying
predicate pred from relation
R by upred
The number
of records in relation. R is n. The fraction of records
of relation
A which satisfies predicate
pred is p,,r&.
Hence nppred is the number of records in relation
R
which satisfy the, selection predicate.
Selection is unique in that it correctly
commutes
with the sampling operator, i.e., selecting from a simple random sample generates a simple random sample
of a selection.

Theorem

1

't%(+ed

(RI)

*

WOR(a,

q,pred($l(R)))

Proof:
For records which do not satisfy the predicate, the inclusion
probability
is obviously
zero on
both aides.
In the sampling scheme on the lefthand side’the inclusion probability,
p, for any record r which satisfies
the selection predicate is:
P = S/(nf'pred)

(2)

i.e., all such records have equal inclusion probabilities.
On the righthand
side, we repeatedly
sample one
record from R, evaluate the selection predicate,
and
then retain it if it satisfies the selection predicate and
is not a duplicate.
This continues until we have a
sample size 3.
Since the selection operator
does not alter the inclusion probabilities
of those records which satisfy the
selection predicate,
they remain equi-probable.
From

Type

Simple Random Sampling
with
ment
Simple Random Sampling
with
ment with variable blocking
Simple
Random
placement
Weighted

Sampling

Random

replace-

without

re-

known

pop-

Sampling,

Random
size

Table

replace-

Sampling

Sequential Random
ulation size
Sequential
population

Expected

Citation

of sampling

Sampling,

unknown

1: Basic Sampling

Disk Accesses

O(s)
IOR86]

o(4bnazlbo”g))

[EN82)

O(a)

[WE801

O(s log n)

\FMR62]

O(n/b,vs)

(Vit84]

O(s)

[Vit85]

w+avs7)

[Vit85]

O(s(1+

Techniques

/

log(n/s))

from a single file

number of records
size, b,,, = maximum
Note: s = sample size, n = population
z average number of records in a block. Assume each sample taken from a distinct
s < (n/b,,,) For Vitter’s
algorithms
assume random disk I/O.

the definition
of the WOR iterator,
we are assured
that the sample size is a distinct records. o
Techniques
for sampling
from selections
may be
classifed according a~ to whether they use an index,
or scan the entire relation.
The first class can be further classified according to whether the index contains
rank information,
which permits random access to the
j’th ranked record. We shall assume that the index is
a single attribute
record-level
index constructed
as a
B+-tree
as discussed in the full paper, IOR86]. Except as noted, we assume that the predicate
can be
fully resolved by the index. Based on this classification schema, we have the following algorithms:
. KSKIPI:
sample
SKIPS in Index,

sequentially

RAI: Random Access sample
sired sample size is obtained,
SCANI: sample sequentially
every relevant index page,

via random
via Index

via Index

RA: Random Access sample directly
sample size is obtained,
SCAN:
sample
page of relation,

sequentially

access
until

de-

until

desired

SCANning

every

The first method, sequential sampling via random
can be expedited
[Vit84] if the
access skips (KSKIPI)
population
size (number of tuples which qualify on the
from the rank
predicate)
iz known, i.e., computable
information
in the index.
In this case the expected
number of disk accesses is given by:
E(~SKIPI)

w (~(1 f

log/

( y1,,

(3)

Here f is the average fan-out of each node in the
B+-tree
index. The log term is due to average height
in the tree we must backtrack
for each skip. We assume one additional
access for each element of the
sample to actually retrieve the sampled record.
Again assuming rank information
in the index, the
second method, random probes of the subtree of the
index selected by the predicate (RAI), has an expected
cost of:
E(DRAI)

SCANning

in. a block, bavp
disk page, i.e.,

m (~(1 f

log,

( yq)).

(4)

Clearly, KSKIPI
is always more efficient than RAI
for simple predicates.
However, there may be occasions in which muhi-attribute
predicates
are specified for which only a single index is available.
This
precludes the use of KSKIPI,
because we don’t know
the size or the identity
of the population
satisfying
the multi-attribute
predicate.
However, we can continue to use RAI on one index, and evaluate the multiattribute
predicate on each record sampled.

In order to generate random accesses via the index,
we must assume that the index includes rank information as discussed in Section 5.8.
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The third method, sequentially
sampling via the index consists of finding the pages of the index which
point to records which satisfy the predicate,
and
then sequentially
scanning and sampling
each such
index page, assuming that successive index pages are
chained. The sequential sampling would be done with
a reservoir method such as [Vit85], which does not require a known population
size. This method would be
used when the index does not contain the rank information needed for RAI or KSKIPI.
It has an expected
cost of:

Proof:
A counterexample
is given in the full paper
[ORSS].
Projection
does not generally commute with sampling because the projection
operator removes duplicates. Hence, interchanging
projection
and sampling
will produce uneven inclusion probabilities.
IJ
However, if the attribute
A is a key of the relation
R, then there will be no duplicate
values of A in R,
hence projection
and sampling can be exchanged with
impunity.
Theorem

S

(5)
The fourth method, direct random access sampling
(RA), does not require any index. For a relation with
a fixed blocking factor the number disk accesses required to obtain a distinct records is a negative hypergeometric distribution
whose mean is approximately
given by:
E(DRA)

a S/b+4

(6)

The advantage
of this
assummg that a < n&red.
method ir that it does not require an index. If &red
is close to 1 this method avoids superfluous
accesses
to the index. If &,red is very small the SCAN method
is to be preferred.
The fifth method, SCAN, consists of simply scanning the entire relation to perform the selection, with
a pipelined
sequential
sampling
of the result.
The
number of page accesses is simply the size of the relation:
E(DSCAN)
= n/bR
(7)
Here bR is the blocking
5.3

factor

for relation

R.

ACCEPT(

"~~.)~'~;',~sRswR,~(R))))
i

Proof:
On the righthand
side we sample with replacement from relation R first. Hence, each value oi
in the projection
domain A would have an inclusion
probability
of ] (R.ai) ]/] RI. Since we want uniform inclusion probabilities
on the projected
domain values,
we employ acceptance/rejection
sampling
to correct
the inclusion probabilities.
The acceptance probability for a tuple with value oi in the projection
domain
A is given as:

(8)
Hence,for each iteration
each distinct ai is:

the inclusion

We repeat this until we have a distinct
sample. 0
Hence the expected cost is:

Projection

For simplicity
we only consider projection
on a single domain. Similar results hold for projection on multiple domains.
Simlarly,
for expository
purpose we
treat only sampling with replacement.
As shown earlier extensione to sampling without
replacement
are
straightforward.
We denote the projection
of relation
R onto domain A aa KA(R).
Let A be an attribute
defined on the domain
The set R.a; includes all the tuples in
alsP2,-*-,am.
R with value ai on the attribute
A.
Definition
6 The minimum
frequency
of the attribute A in relation R, denoted aa IR.al,i,,
ia the
minimum
cardinality
in relation R of any projection
domain value a;:
Theorem

?rA(WR(a,

2 If A is not a key of R then
+.(n;l(R))+r~(+e(R))
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probability

records

for

in our

I(R.4 law
E(D)

FJ ‘I(R.a)l,i,

assuming a B: IrA(R)l,
where I(R.a)lave
= IRl/rn
is the average cardinality
of attribute
A over all attribute values oi present in therelation.
Here we have
assumed that relation R is hashed on the projection
domain so that records may be retrieved
in a single
.
access.
In order for the above algorithm
to work we must
be able to readily determine
the cardinality
(number
of duplicates)
of each projected
tuple. This requires
that the relation to be projected must be either sorted,
indexed or hashed on the projection
domain. Also we
must either know ]( R.a) Imin or replace it with a lower
bound of 1, at the expense of reduced efficiency.
The case in which the relation
to be projected
is
not Yndexed”
is discussed in the full paper, [OR86].

5.4

5.5

Intersection

We denote
asR-T.

We denote the intersection
of two distinct relations
R and T as R n T.
While it is possible to distribute
sampling over intersection and still preserve uniform inclusion probabilities, the resulting computation
is so inefficient that
it is rarely worthwhile.
Theorem

Difference

Theorem

of two relations

R and T

5

For all k : $k(R

- T) + $k(R)

- $k(T)

Interchanging
sampling
and difference fails
Proof:
because elements in R n T but not in &(T)
may be
erroneously
included in &(R)
- &(T).
q

4

Theorem
Consider the first case. Ftom the lefthand
Proof:
side we have the inclusion proability
for tuples in RnT
is s/lR n TI, zero otherwise.
For the righthand
side
we have the inclusion probability
for all tuples in the
intersection
of R and T is s/lR n T), zero otherwise.
In each case we have a simple random sample. 0
We thus have our choice of which relation to sample
from and which relation to do the intersection
with.
Typically,
if only relation
R has an index, then we
would sample from T and then intersect with R using
its index, since the alternative
would require scanning
all of T in order to perform the intersection.
If both R and T have indices we must consider the
relative costs of the two options based on the size of
the relations, the type of index (hash, B+-tree,
primary or secondary),
and the blocking factors for each
relation.
If neither R nor T have indices, then we would sample from the larger relation,
so that the intersection
scan can be performed on the smaller relation.
Definition
as:

the difference

6 Define

the intersection

PR = IRn~lIpl,

selectivities

PT = pn~I/Iq

pR,, OT

= -$I

+ log,,,

ITI

(-))

fTI

$,(R - T) + WOR(wh(R)

Clearly the sampling scheme on the rightProof:
hand size will produce a sample without
replacement
of the desired size. It remains to be shown that the
sample is from R - T and that each element in R - T
has an equal inclusion probability.
Since $Q (R) E R
it follows that #l(R)
- T E (R - T). Since $1(R)
has uniform inclusion probabilities
over all elements
of R and set differencing
with T does not alter the
inclusion probabilities
of records in R - T, it follows
that the righthand
side sampling scheme has uniform
inclusion probabilities
for records in R - T. q
Thus sampling from relation differences is very similar to sampling from relation intersections.
We sample from R and then check that the tuple is not in T.
Hence the expected cost assuming T has a B+-tree
index is approximately:

E(D)

where fTI is the the average fan-out of the B+--tree
index to relation T. Again we assume that s < IR n
TJ, i.e., we neglect the extra cost of sampling without
replacement.
An analogous formula for E(DT)
can be written if
we sample from relation T and check the intersection
in relation R. The choice of which file to sample from
can be made by comparing
the values of the two cost
formulas.

--I66

M (1 Ypn)

(1+

log, l-1 (H))
fTI

(15)

Again we assume that s << IR - TI, i.e., we neglect
the extra cost of sampling without replacement.

5.8
(14)

- T)

i.e., sampling from the difference of two relations is
equivalent to sampling from the first relation and then
taking the diflerence.

(13)

Then the cost in disk accesses of sampling from R
and then checking for inclusion in T, assuming T has
a @-tree
index is:

E(Dd

6

Union

We denote the union of two distinct
T as RUT.
Theorem

relations

R and

7

For any Sl,&:

h(RuT)

4> b,(R)uv&(T)

(16)

Proof:
Interchanging
sampling and union fails because all elements on lefthand side have identical inclusion probabilities
of s/lR U TI, whereas the righthand side inclusion probabilities
for elements in the

intersection

RflT

are

?L+sZ--

SlS2

5.7

[RI
ITI
IRllTl whereas the
inclusion probability
for elements in R - T is Sl/IRI
and the inclusion probability
for elements in T - R is
Sz/lTI.
Hence elements in R n T do not have same
inclusion probability
as elements in (R u T) - (R n T) .
0
The correct treatment
of sampling from unions requires that we sample elements of intersection
only
once. Observe that:
RuT=Ru(T-R)

Theorem

(17)

8

WuT)

*

Given two relations R and T, let the relation
the result of their equijoin, i.e., W = Rn zT,,

Recall that MIX(a,
< exprl >, < expra >) indicatea
that we rample according to < exprl > with probability
u, and with probability
1 - a we sample according to
< expr2 >.

Proof:

Omitted.
•I
Then to generate the a single sample of R U T we
repeat the following
algorithm
until a sample is accepted:

2. Are the relations
the join attribute

a key in one or more of the

R or T indexed
‘I’

3. I8 the join selectivity

factor

or hashed

on

large?

In this section we wilI cover some of the basic methods and evaluate them with respect to their efficiency.
First a few notations
and definitions.
We denote the semi-join
of relation
R with relation S over domains A of R and domain B of S as
RA2BS.
Let X be an attribute
defined on the domam xi, x2, . . . . 2,. The set Rexi includes all the tuples in R with value xi on the attribute
X. The join
selectivity
factor p(RR,ET
2 T) of relations R and T

1, [RI + ITI);

i-

then get record i from R.
else
begin

over the attribute

j := i - [RI;
Get record j from T.
Check if record j is in R.
If so, discard record j,
otherwise retain it.

X is’defihed

p(RR.zT.,T) =

as

CL1 IR*xillT-xil
IRIITI

(20)

where m is the number of distinct values of the join
domain.
When the context is clear we will simply
denote this by p.

end
endii
end

5.7.1

Assuming B+-tree
indices, and a << IR U TI, we
have the expected number of iterations
of the above
algorithm
to obtain a single sample is:

E(lR) = v-4 + ITI)
WJTI)

W be
T. In

this section we describe algorithms
for sampling from
W. For reasons of efficiency we wish to avoid computing the full join. For simplicity
of exposition
we discuss only sampling with replacement
in this section.
As shown earlier, conversion to sampling without replacement is straightforward.
Sampling
from W can be done in different ways
depending
on the initial structure
of the relations R
and S. Some important
factors in determining
the
sampling method are:
1. Is the join attribute
joined relations?

PI
WoR(a,MIX( IRI+ ITI, ((II(RI, ($1(T) - R))

begin
;= :tR.D(

Join

(18)

For each iteration,
we sample T (at a cost of one disk
access), and the check the B+--tree
index to R. Thus
each iteration
has a cost of:
(19)
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Join

without

keys

First, we will deal with the case that the join attribute X is not a key in any of the relations
R or
T. We assume that relation
T is ‘indexed”
on the
join attribute
X, and that the modal frequency of the
attribute
X in relation
T, as defined below, is also
known.

Definition
in relation
cardinality
i.e.,

7 The modal frequency of the attribute X
T, denoted as IT.xlmoz,
ia the maximum
in relation T of any join domain value xi,

in the sample file.
set accept to true.

Theorem
9 The following
acceptance/rejection
algorithm will generate a simple random sample of size s.
end
~~~sR.swR,~(R,~T

WR(s,

ACCEPT(

where IT.x;I
join domain

.2-

.z

Endwhile
Endfor

T) *

‘T*Z”
lT4rxoz, til(h (RIR.zT,, T)))

denotes the cardinality
value Z; resulting from

in relation
T oj
the #ample $1 (R).

Proof:

Clearly the righthand
side sampling scheme
will produce
a sample
of the requisite
size from
R W
T. What we must show is that it will have
R.cz=T.z

uniform inclusion probabilities.
Each iteration
of the above algorithm
begins by
sampling
a tuple from R. Each tuple in R has inclusion probability
IRI-‘.
The sampled tuple, $1(R),
is then joined with T and a random sample of the result taken, denoted $r(JIr (R/ET
=T)). Clearly each
member

of ($1 (R) R w, ,T) has t’he inclueion proba.=.
as defined above. This single sample
bility (lT.~)l)-’
is then accepted with probability
e.
Hence inT is
clusion probability
of any member of RR.vT
z .z
given for a single iteration
by the product:

Note
q&(R)

that
W

R..z=T.x

we do not actually
construct
the full
T, since we only need a sample of size

1 from It.
The efficiency of this method
following lemma.
Lemma
1 The expected
while loop in RAJOINR
sample iJ accepted, E(ln),

=

IRI-‘(IT.x~~)-~

,F;zb.

R.

FJ

aE(lR)(l+

JT;k”’

+S

bgf,,(JTI))

fTI

(25)
(1+

log&))

(26)

where fTI is the average fan-out for the B+--tree
index for T. Here the log factor is the time to search
the B+-tree
index of T for each sample.
The last
s term in each equation represents the cost of finally
retrieving
the sampled records from T.
If there is an index on R then an analogous algorithm RAJOINT
can be constructed
by simply exchanging the roles of R and T in the above algorithm
and cost analysis.
If both R and T are indexed, either algorithm
could be used. If the join selectivity,
p, is very small, neither algorithm
is recommended.
Instead, it may be preferable
to compute the full join
and then sample sequentially
the output of the join
using [Vit85] as it is generated.

5.7.2

’ = ‘T.x’maz
In case record r is accepted,
choose randomly
a tuple t
of T.?i and join r with it
Store the result r W
t

number of times that the
will be performed
until a
ia:

+s

(23)

i.e., we have uniform inclusion probabilities
for each
iteration.
By induction,
this is true for the full algo
rithm.
q
In practice we use the equivalent
following
algorithm:
Algorithm
- RAJOINR
comment
This version of the algorithm
samples R first;
For j := 1 to s do
set accept to false
While accept = false
begin
Choose a random record r from
Assume r[X] = 5;.
Find the cardinality
of T-xi.
Accept r into the sample
with probability
]T*x]i

M

(22)

= ,R,lT:lm...

in the

The proof is given in the full paper,
Proof:
[OR86]. cl
Hence the total efficiency (disk accesses) of the algorithm is:
E(DRAJoIN~)

P

is established

Join

with

key

Suppose that the join domain X is a key of relation
T and that relation T is indexed on X. In this case,
the acceptance/rejection
sampling is unecessary, if we
first sample from relation R. See the full paper (OR861
for details and proof.

R.z=T.x
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6

Conclusions

Answer
Accuracy
PhD thesis, Univ.
December 1980.

In this paper we have begun to explore how to integrate random sampling into relational
data management systems.
The contributions
of this paper include:
sampling
techniques
for relational
operators,
asymptotic
approximate
estimates of the cost (in disk accesses) of
the various sampling
algorithms,
a concise notation
for describing sampling algorithms.
Acceptance/rejection
sampling comprises the basic
technique by which we compensate
for the effects of
relational
operators
on inclusion
probabilities.
Assuming that suitable indices or access methods are
available, integrating
sampling into the query evalus
tion offers potentially
major savings in query processing time.
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